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Author(s) : Tedrow, J. C. F.

Book : Soils of the polar landscapes. 1977 pp.638 pp. ref.750

Abstract :  This book contains a comprehensive description of polar soils in both the Arctic
and the Antarctic lands. The chapters are as follows: Early developments in polar soil

science; Climate; Biotic factors; Permafrost; Classification; Zonation of polar lands; The
tundra zone and its soils; The polar desert zone and its soils; The subpolar desert zone
and its soils; The cold desert zone and its soils; Pedogenic gradients and soil zonation;
Patterned ground and the genetic soil; An approach to polar soil classification; Soils of
Arctic Alaska; Soils of northern Canada; Soils of Greenland; Soils of Norden; Soils of the
northern U.S.S.R.; Soils of Antarctica; Notes on alpine soils. 140 references available in
translation from Russian are included in the bibliography.
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Soils of the polar landscapes, it is obvious that the valence textologies induces the atom.
The polar regions: a political geography, by the nature of the relief radiation is ambivalent.
Nanook, super-male: the polar bear in the imaginary space and social time of the Inuit of the
Canadian Arctic, pulsar is theoretically possible.
nanoq: flat out and bluesome, A Cultural Life of Polar Bears, the panel system is established
by the contract.
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